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By Douglas McCombs, Curator

ver the years, Pittsburgh has lost some important reminders

its past. Gone are the steel mills, Homes department store,
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most of its trolleys, and new episodes of Mister Roger's Neighbor-

hood. But one thing Pittsburgh hasn't lost is its marbles.

There's something alluring about watching the swirling colors of

glass and agate marbles, of hearing the clacking sound of one small

sphere hitting another, and feeling the cool smoothness between one's

fingertips. The game of marbles has enticed Western Pennsylvania

kids to knuckle down to serious competition in streets, playgrounds,

and back alleys since the middle of the 19th century, and possibly

much earlier.
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event was sponsored by businessman Berry Pink, a co-owner of
Peltier Glass in Paden City, W.V., manufacturer of Marble King glass
marbles. Pink's promotions boosted the sale of glass marbles nearly
5,000 percent throughout the early 1930s. Doug Opperman used his
highly developed backspin technique to capture the Marble King title,

setting another mark of distinction for Western Pennsylvania.
With such a long and distinguished history, Western Pennsylvania

can proudly claim its stellar position in the sport of marbles. While
champions remain young, the youthful pastime has matured. And
hopefully, the cry "knuckle down" will continue to gather crowds

and produce winners for decades to come. 0
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